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Abstract
A short review is presented on the recent searches for the quark–gluo
plasma (QGP), including theoretical motivation, the case for the Little
Bang and the official QGP signatures. A discussion of the first RHIC
results is also included.
1.ý INTRODUCTION
As far as strong interactions are concerned, we live in a world of hadrons; they appear in the
atomic nuclei of normal matter, in galactic and extra-galactic cosmic rays from the sky, in
radioactive decays of elements on earth; they are the nucleons and the pions of old nuclear
physics and, in general, they are the baryons and the mesons registred in the particle physics
booklet [1].
But we know that according to the theory, Quantum Chromo Dynamics, QCD, this world
is, as well, a world of quarks and gluons. Our every day experience, however, only shows
evidence for normal hadronic matter. Not quarks and gluons: just their bound states, i.e.,
hadrons.
Why is it so? Because freedom is only local and confinement dominates. In order to
illustrate what the problem is, let us consider the conventional linear potential
V  being the string parameter and r the distance between the 3 and ê  colour triplets (for
instance, quarks). The idea here is that the flux of the field lines, between 3 and ê , are limited to
a constant area (the transverse area of the string) thus requiring (by Gauss theorem) the field V
to be constant. As the field V  does not decrease with distance the 3 – ê  system never ionizes and
colour is not directly observed. This is the basic argument for confinement.
However, at a given finite temperature F7 , according to lattice QCD calculations [2], there
is a phase transition from hadronic matter to quark–gluon matter, or a transition to the quark–
gluon plasma  (QGP). In terms of the potential (1) it amounts to induce an r dependence on V






  . (2)
The natural order paramenter for the transition is the Polyakov loop L(T), [2],
V(r) = V  r  , (1)




In Fig. 1 we illustrate what happens to the state 3 – ê , which is bound for F77 á , and
becomes free for F77 ! , the potential being no longer confining. In Fig. 2 we present the result
of a lattice QCD calculation showing the abrupt transition of the order parameter L(T), for




a   0  ,  F77 î  < 1 (4)
L(T)  
foU
a    const. > 0  , F77 î  >1  . (5)
Note that, again according to the theory, another transition, the chiral symmetry
restoration, is taking place at a temperature F7  (of the order of F7 ), the order parameter being
in this case the TT  condensate — measuring the value of the quark mass.
The deconfinement transition is a transition from an organized state (hadrons) to a less
organized state (quarks and gluons). In general, to achieve this kind of transition, one has to heat
or/and to compress the system. Heating means weakening the bounds between constituents,
compressing meaning loosing the individuality of the structures. If in a given volume V one
increases the size of hadrons (by increasing T) or increases the density (by increasing p) at some
stage one reaches a situation similar to a percolation problem with the originally confined
quarks and gluons starting to circulate over the whole of the interaction region (see Fig. 3). In a
sense, deconfinement can also be seen as a transition from a colour insulator to a colour
conductor.
Fig. 3
In Fig. 4 we show the phase diagram, in the Pð7  plane, where T is the temperature and
P  the baryonic chemical potential, for the deconfinement transition. Theoretically, there is some
room left for a colour superconductor phase with diquarks (quark–quark Cooper pairs).
Fig. 4
Now we arrive at the main subject of the talk: is there any evidence for the transition from
hadrons to quark–gluon plasma (or vice-versa)?
The natural laboratory to study the transition is the Universe as a whole: the transition
should have ocurred in the first micro-seconds after the Big-Bang [4]. In fact, going back in time
means heating and compressing and one should then reach situations with higher energy and
mass densities. Do we have any evidence for the (de)confinement transition from the Big-Bang
evolution? The answer seems to be no: additional transitions (like nucleosynthesis) and
equilibrium (allowed by the slowness of the expansion rate) have erased most of past history.
Primordial nucleosynthesis (the first 3 minutes) and the microwave background radiation (400
000 years later) are the best relics we can have today of that distant past.
However, in the laboratory we are now trying to recreate the conditions for the transition:
the Little Bang.
2.ý THE LITTLE BANG
The idea is to produce concentrated nuclear matter in a small region of space and time, in order
to achieve the high mass/energy densities (high temperature, if equilibrium exists), high enough
to reach the deconfinement transition. The procedure is to shoot heavy ions against heavy ions
making for that use of accelerators. The evolution, in space and time, of this concentrate of
hadronic matter is expected to reveal the characteristic features of the QGP.
There has been a competition between Europe and USA, or between CERN and
Brookhaven, with machine’s energy growing fast with time. See the Table 1.
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One has to know, to start with, if enough incoming energy (forward/backward longitudinal
energy) is transformed into transverse energy 7(  (due mostly to small centre of mass rapidity
production).
Several tests can be done:
i) Stopping power
One measures the net baryon number, %% ð , distribution in rapidity and sees how much
of the incident nucleon energy was transfered into particle and 7(  production. See Fig. 5.
Fig. 5
Note that the incoming baryon distributions are at the centre of mass rapidity edges
(forward and backward maximum rapidity). There is a clear strong stopping effect, in
particular in heavy nuclei central collisions.
ii) Energy in forward–backward calorimeters
The ZDCs (Zero Degree Calorimeters) give information about the non-participating
nucleons, 31$ð , in a collision. This allows the selection of highly central (small impact
parameter) events. There is, as expected, a clear negative correlation between 7(  and ='&( :
central collisions, í#='&( , mean higher values of 7(  (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6
iii) 7(  and multiplicity distributions
7(  and n distributions are very wide, in minimum bias events, and extend to very large
values of 7(  and n. In general, the n and 7(  distributions are quite similar, reflecting the
statistics of nucleon collision distributions. For central collisions ( í#='&( ) again the 7(  and n
distributions, in equivalent rapidity bins, are similar (Fig. 7). These results suggest that we are
reaching a situation where high densities are created and general statistical fluctuations
dominate.
Let us suppose that the QGP is formed. What will happen next? How will we ever know
that the plasma really existed?
Concerning the question about what will happen next, the answer is simple: the plasma
will expand and cool with the deconfinement transition taking place at ìåí#F7  MeV, and the
formation of an interacting gas of hadrons, with a chemical composition practically fixed, and
finally reaching the interaction freezing temperature ìëí#I7  MeV and the hadrons becoming
free and flying away towards the detectors. See Fig. 8.
The temperature T is the parameter that controls chemical equilibrium and the average
transverse mass ëëñ 7K77 3PPP ò , where KP  is the hadron mass and 73  the transverse
momentum. In particular, 7I P7 a . However, as the particles approach the detectors, the
temperature (like frequency) is blue shifted and the detectors measure not I7  but an effective
temperature H7  with, in a non-relativistic Doppler approximation,
ë
7KIH YP77 ò (6)
where ë7Y  is the transverse expansion parameter (equivalent to the Hubble constant). Eq. (6)
tells us that IH 77 o  when íoKP  and that H7  increases linearly with the mass of the hadron.
Data are not in detail consistent with (6) — there are also inconsistencies when comparing
different experiments —  but qualitatively, are quite suggestive (see Fig. 9). In Ref. [5] there is a






According to the CERN press release of February 2000 the QGP (to be more precise: “a new
state of matter”) had been seen at the CERN Super Proton Synchroton (SPS) in seven different
experiments.
The signatures that were considered as convincing ones are:
A – Strangeness enhancement.
B – Di-Lepton excess in low mass region.
C – J/\  suppression
We shall next consider each one of these signatures.
A – Strangeness enhancement
A clear increase in the multiplicity of strange mesons per participant nucleon as the
number of participants increases is observed in Pb–Pb collisions (Fig. 10). The effect is even
more spectacular in baryon production, the amount of increase increasing with strangeness, 1, 2
or 3 (Fig. 11). Recentely, charm enhancement was also observed [6, 7, 8].
Fig.10
If QGP is formed in the early stages of the collision chemical equilibrium would produce a
larger fraction of strange baryons than the one seen in ordinary hadronic collisions. The reason
being that the masses of the strange and u and d quarks in the plasma are not so different.
Additional hadron–hadron interactions in the following evolution would not substantially
change the achieved equilibrium.
However, the argument is not fully convincing as strangeness enhancement also occurs in
nucleon–nucleus collisions and even in nucleon–nucleon collisions when triggering on high
multiplicities. See [9] for a discussion.
Fig.11
One can find other explanations for the strangeness enhancement. For instance, in the
Dual String Model the role of sea quarks and gluons, contrary to valence quarks, increases with
energy and density and strangeness is no longer disfavoured. On the other hand, string fusion,
[10], leads to larger colour charges at the ends of the strings (ropes) with the consequence that,
by Schwinger mechanism, heavier particle production is favoured.
B – Di-lepton excess in low mass region
In the QGP there will be a quantity of moving electric charges (quarks) in a small,
transparent region, which can radiate real photons or photons detectable by their decay into di-
leptons ôñõ ðòðò PPHH . This production competes with normal photon production by several
hadronic processes: SZJK ðòðò oo HHHH ñ , ðòo HHZU î , JSI ðòðò oo HHHH ñ ,....
Fig. 12
The CERES collaboration [11] has measured the cross-section ðòHHGPG\G1 î  normalize
to the central (pseudo) rapidity density i pBe and Pb-Au and, at the same time, studied the
different hadronic processes. While in the p-Be case the hadronic processes account for the full
distribution, in Pb-Au there is a large discrepancy of almost one order of magnitude (see Figs. 12
and 13). The same result was obtained in other experiments [12].
Fig. 13
Chiral symmetry restoration effects decreasing in medium the mass of the U  and
increasing its width were used in an attempt to explain the original CERES result [13]. However,
such effects cannot explain the large disagreement found.
Note that in the present case — di-lepton excess — we have an effect which only occurs for
heavy nucleus–nucleus collision and, to the extent that no other convincing explanation has
appeared, it can be taken as direct evidence for the QGP. Do not forget, however, that thermal
radiation from a hot hadronic gas may also be present.
C – J/\  suppression
This is the most daring prediction and — to most of us — unexpected prediction for
evidence of QGP: J/\  suppression [14]. The prediction was made in 1985, before the first NA38
results [15].
Heavy quark physics, involving quark masses larger than the perturbative QCD scale
parameter  , can be described perturbatively and the plasma has features similar to
electromagnetic plasma.  In particular, there will be Debye screening, preventing heavy
quarkonium, EEFF ñ ,..., formation. At a given  temperature T, F77 î >1, the Debye radius 'U
forbids bound states with radius '% UU ! . As F77 î  increases, 'U  decreases and more and more
bound states (8 , for instance) will not be formed (see Fig. 14).
Fig. 14
From di-muon, ðòPP , analysis the ratio of J/\  production relative to Drell-Yan
production does indeed decrease when going from nucleon–nucleon and nucleon–nucleus to
nucleus–nucleus collisions, and it decreases with the increase of the associated transverse energy
7( . As large values of 7(  mean centrality and high densities, the decrease of the J/\  over
Drell-Yan ratio  is what to expect if plasma is formed.
However, the J/\  is a strong interacting fragile object, it easily interacts inellastically with
the medium and disappears, being absorbed.
The key difference, in the 7(  dependence of the J/\  over Drell-Yan ratio, between QGP
(the J/ \  is not formed) and absorption (the J/ \  is formed but is killed after) is in the
curvuture: QGP formation implies a drop in the 7(  distribution (negative curvature) and
absorption implies smooth decrease (positive curvature) [16]. See Fig. 15.
Fig. 15
At some stage, 1995 data, the large 7(  data points were enhanced by rescattering in a
thick target — thus favouring the absorption interpretation [17]. The situation has changed —
the target was made thinner — and the final data [18] are more favourable to the QGP
formation interpretation. See Fig.16. A typical absorption calculation, with the typical positive
curvature, is also shown in Fig. 16. Sofistications can be introduced in absorption, but they do
not substantially change the qualitative behaviour [19].
Fig. 16
4.ý CONCLUSION ABOUT THE QGP SEARCHES
The search for the QGP will continue with RHIC and LHC. The NA60 collaboration will extend
the work at the SPS and it may help to fill in the gaps.
Where are we now — Summer 2000? There are positive indications, in particular from
low mass di-leptons and J/ \  suppresion, that we may have reached the plasma. If it is so, at
higher energy and temperature, photons radiated from the plasma will be shinning in an obvious
manner. The strangeness enhancement, as mentioned before, remains an open question as a way
to separate what is “normal” hadronic physics from QGP physics has not been invented. Finally,
the J \  suppression is still involved in some ambiguities and it is better to wait the coming
results before drawing final conclusions. The predictions of the absorption-percolation model of
[20] are given in Fig. 17.
Fig.17
IN ANY CASE THE SEARCH WILL GO ON!
5.ý RECENT RESULTS FROM RHIC AND THE DUAL STRING MODEL
Recent results on charged particle pseudo-rapidity densities in central Au+Au collisions, at
èç V  and ìêí V  AGeV, presented by the PHOBOS Collaboration, at RHIC, [21], give
very interesting information that may help to clarify the way the expected Quark–Gluon Plasma
(QGP) is approached as the energy increases (see Fig. 18).
Fig.18
Those data also allow to select among different models of particle production. As in this
experiment the charged particle densities and the average number of participating nucleons are
simultaneously measured, that provides additional strong constraints to models.
As nuclei are made up of nucleons, it is natural to start by building nucleus–nucleus
collisions as resulting from superposition of nucleon–nucleon collisions, in the way it is done in
the Glauber model approach and generalisations of it. In one (low energy) limit the nucleons are
seen as structureless and emit particles only in their first collision: this is the wounded nucleon
model [22]. The prediction for particle density, when $1  nucleons from each one of the nuclei in
a AA collision participate, is
where dN/dy is the particle rapidity (or pseudo-rapidity) density (for $$11  and nucleon–
nucleon collisions). If the nucleon is seen as made up of quarks and gluons, with a growing
number of participating sea quarks and gluons as the energy increases, one anticipates
dominance of multi-collision processes [23] and the relation
to hold, where 
$1
Q  is the number of nucleon–nucleon collisions when $1  nucleons participate.
Elementary multi-scattering arguments [24] give







function of the c.m. energy V  for the bounds (7) — solid line — and (8) with (9) — dotted line.
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Fig.19
In the Dual String Model (DSM), i.e., the Dual Parton Model [25] with the inclusion of
strings [26], the limits referred to above appear in a natural way. The valence quarks of the
nucleon produce particles, via strings, only once — this is the wounded nucleon model case —
and production is proportional to the number $1  of participant  nucleons (Fig. 20a). As the
energy and $1  increase the role of sea quarks and gluons increases, they interact and produce,




One should notice that the diagram of Fig. 20b may be interpreted as multiple inelastic
scattering, either internally within a given nucleon–nucleon collision or externally involving
interactions with different nucleons. On the other hand, this diagram may appear repeated
several times.
Following [26], and taking into account the basic diagrams of Fig. 20a and Fig. 20b, we
now write an expression for the particle pseudo-rapidity density,
where h is the height of the valence–valence rapidity plateau, D  is the relative weight of the sea–
sea (including gluons) plateau and k is the average number of string pairs per collision. The
diagrams of Fig. 20a and Fig. 20b correspond to ì N . However, as we mentioned above, the
diagram of Fig. 20b can be iterated with ìtN  being, in general, a function of energy. The
number of nucleon–nucleon collisions is, of course,
and the number V1  of strings is
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (4) is just a sum over nucleon–nucleo
scattering contributions (including internal parton multiple scattering) and we can thus write
with
If external multiple scattering is absent, by putting $1 1$  Q , one obtains the wounded
nucleon model limit, Eq. (7). If multiple scattering dominates, ì!!N , we obtain the limit of Eq.
(8). We show the result of this model in Fig.19 (dash-dotted line). From comparison of Eq. (13)
with pp data at low energy, ì#N , one obtains æèïí#K . The parameter D  in Eq. (13) was put
equal to 0.05.
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Dôìõëë ðò  . (14)
In the Dual String Model the strings interact, the simplest interaction being fusion due to
overlap in the transverse plane ([26]. This is the mechanism that leads to percolation and to the
Quark–Gluon Plasma formation [27,28,29]. When strings fuse, the strength of the colour field is
reduced in comparison with the colour field generated by the same number of independent









4Q4Q   if all the n strings are of the same type.
Introducing the dimensionless transverse density percolation parameter K ,
where VU  is the string transverse radius (we shall take ëïí VU fm, see [27,31]), $15  the radius
of the interaction area õ ôêîììéïì $1 15 $ #  and V1  the number of strings, the effective reduction
factor in particle production is [32],
As ìôõñí oo KK )  (no fusion) and as V1) îììôõñ |ofo KKK , (all the strings
fuse).
We can consider the parameter K  in two situations. In nucleon–nucleon internal
interactions, we have
At present energies SSK  is negligible, 
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For ëìí|$1 , as in [21], SS11 $$ KK ìí!  and we shall then, in this context, only consider
$$11
K . Eq.(10) with string fusion becomes
In Fig. 19 we have also shown the prediction of the DSM with string fusion (dashed line)
again with æèïí K  and íèïí D . The deviation from the wounded nucleon model limit
becomes weaker and the agreement with PHOBOS data is quite satisfactory.
We would like now to make a few comments:
1. The predictions for particle densities in central Pb+Pb collisions of the DSM without
fusion and of the DSM with fusion are very different at ëíí V  AGeV (RHIC) and at
èïè V  ATeV (LHC) as can be seen in Table 2, showing the average pseudo-rapidity density
in the interval > @ìñìð :
Table 2







2. The models considered here are essentially soft models. The parameters of the
elementary collision densities, h and D , were assumed constant, all the energy dependence being
attributed to the parameter k, the average number of string pairs per elementary collision. If h
and D  are allowed to grow with energy, as a result, for instance, of semi-hard effects, the
parameter k may then have a slower increase than the one obtained here.
3. The value found for íèïíñ #DD , means that the height of the sea–sea plateau is much
smaller than the height of the valence–valence plateau. By noticing that for valence–valence
collisions the two strings stretch all over forward/backward rapidity without much overlap,
while for sea–sea collisions the two strings do overlap, the value found for D  means
4. In our Dual String Model with fusion, the parameter 
$$11
K  at the CERN-SPS has the
value åïì|
$$11
K , larger than the critical density õ ôìæïììëïì y|FK  which means that

















# ìïí  . (20)
percolation transition is already taking place at ëí V  AGeV, even allowing for non-uniform
matter distribution in the nucleus õ ôèïì|FK  [33]; this result is valid even with ì N . The
observed anomalous \î-  suppression may then be a signature of the percolation transition to
the Quark-Gluon Plasma.
For a discussion of this problem see [34].
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